OBJECTIVE Our goal was to determine primary care clinician perceptions of what is important to the provision of quality end-of-life care.

STUDY DESIGN We used ethnography, a qualitative research method involving the use of open-ended semistructured interviews.

POPULATION We included 38 family practice residency faculty from 9 community residency programs of the Affiliated Family Practice Residency Network, Department of Family Medicine, University of Washington School of Medicine.

OUTCOMES MEASURED The roles described by interviewees when discussing their best practices while delivering end-of-life care were compiled.

RESULTS Primary care clinicians organize their delivery of quality end-of-life care predominantly through their relationships with patients and families. They play 3 roles when providing end-of-life care. As consultants, clinicians provide expert medical advice and treatment. As collaborators, they seek to understand the patient and family experience. Seasoned clinicians act as guides, using their personal intuitive knowledge of patient and family to facilitate everyone’s growth when providing end-of-life care.

CONCLUSIONS Shifting clinician focus from skills and knowledge toward relationship, meaning, and roles provides new opportunities to improve care.

KEY POINTS FOR CLINICIANS

- Exemplary end-of-life care is organized around relationships, meaning, and roles.
- Knowledge and skills are essential but are not how exemplary end-of-life care is organized.
- Clinicians providing end-of-life care play 3 roles: consultant, collaborator, and guide.
- Shifting clinician focus from skills and knowledge toward relationship, meaning, and roles provides new opportunities to improve care.

Clearly, there is a disparity between patient preferences and the end-of-life services provided in America.

Most recommendations for the provision of quality end-of-life care are based on unresearched expert opinion that identifies problems and offers solutions.²,³ Studies have explored communication strategies,⁴ satisfaction levels with care,⁵ perceptions of management issues,⁶ and attitudes toward both death and dying patients.⁷ Yet little research addresses how practicing community clinicians develop the appropriate relationships and integrate the requisite knowledge, skills, and attitudes to provide quality end-of-life care.

The relationship between clinician, patient, and family and the personal meaning of events for each participant greatly influence end-of-life care.¹⁰ Although most commentary on physician roles and relationships in end-of-life care also reflects unresearched expert opinion,¹¹⁻¹³ Steinmetz and Gabel¹⁴,¹⁵ theorized a model that was later validated against the experience of practicing family physicians. The role

Modern medicine has dramatically improved the length and quality of life for countless persons but has also created problems in integrating these advances with end-of-life care. Although 70% of Americans want to die in their own home supported by family, 74% of Americans currently die in institutions.¹²
of the clinician in the successful provision of quality care has not been systematically researched and remains a major challenge to improving end-of-life care. We describe an exploratory qualitative study to determine the perceptions of practicing clinicians regarding quality end-of-life care.

**METHODS**

With approval from the Human Subjects Committee of the University of Washington School of Medicine, faculty were recruited from 9 community programs in the Affiliated Family Practice Residency Network of the Department of Family Medicine. Twenty semi-structured long interviews were conducted from a convenience sample at 3 residency sites. An additional 8 semi-structured interviews and 2 focus groups (10 participants) further explored the data. Thus, a total of 38 clinicians participated in the study. Demographic characteristics of the study cohort have been published previously.

We conducted the initial 20 interviews using open-ended questions designed to uncover faculty perceptions of quality end-of-life care. The questions explored may be found in the Table. Nonspecific prompts such as “tell me more” were used to enrich data and avoid interviewer bias. The interview was rehearsed with a medical school faculty expert in ethnographic research, field tested, and adjusted before final use. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed into qualitative research software.

Throughout the interview process, the investigators met weekly to compare findings, discuss emerging categories, and jointly code the transcripts for model development using the process of grounded theory described by Glaser and Strauss. Common themes, communication and educational issues, and roles and relationships were identified. Data were constantly compared and winnowed to facilitate manageability; data collection and analysis occurred simultaneously.

Common themes are published elsewhere. We report and discuss the analysis of the data pertaining to clinician roles and relationships.

We employed the following 3 strategies to assess the methodologic validity of the study and face validity of the themes and models emerging from the data analysis.

**Methodologic Validation**

The themes, models, and 2 interview transcripts were reviewed by 2 expert consultants with experience in qualitative research on end-of-life care and chronic debilitating disease. They assessed the validity of the research process and model development. These experts confirmed the methodologic approach, affirmed that the transcripts supported the coded model, and noted that the results were consistent with their own past research experience.

**Face Validity Faculty Interviews**

Long interviews were conducted with a convenience sample of 8 faculty at 2 other residency sites. Researchers described the previous interview process and presented a written summary of the roles and relationship model coded from the data. Dialogue was encouraged with nonspecific prompts to enrich the data and avoid interviewer bias. Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and coded by the researchers to assess face validity and further develop the roles and relationship model using a grounded theory approach.

**Face Validity Focus Groups**

Two focus groups were conducted with a total of 10 faculty at 2 additional sites. The entire model (themes, communication, roles, and relationships) was presented, and dialogue was encouraged. The researchers recorded, transcribed, and reviewed the focus groups to further assess face validity and refine the model.

**Content Validity**

In a manner identical to that of the focus groups, the researchers presented the entire model at 2 of the 3 sites where faculty provided the initial 20 interviews. These sessions were audiotaped, transcribed, and reviewed by the researchers. The model presented was considered a valid, clinically plausible summary of the content of the initial interviews.

**RESULTS**

Content analysis of the roles and relationships described by the study cohort revealed 3 distinct cli-
nicians roles in the provision of end-of-life care that we termed “consultant,” “collaborator,” and “guide.” All roles were viewed as important; none was more valuable than another; and the roles appeared to build on each other, often merging. Roles were implemented fluidly, with clinicians moving from one role to another as circumstances dictated. Although clinicians tended to describe successful cases, they freely discussed the challenges of end-of-life care, noting that less-than-ideal results were frequent. Thus, the models were described as “best practice” rather than routine care.

**Consultant**
The consultant provides expert medical information to the patient and family based on the biomedical model and the disease process. The power of the consultant role emanates from the clinician’s medical authority and special knowledge. The consultant presents information to help the patient and family understand the diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. Once this knowledge is understood, the patient and family determine its meaning to them and decide on treatment. If the patient or family cannot decide or understand the medical implications of their particular situation, the consultant decides based on the medical facts.

A pediatrician illustrated the application of the consultant role in 2 situations involving newborns with severe heart anomalies. Here the physician describes the difficulty of using only medical facts to assist the family in deciding whether to discontinue the ventilator: “I remember saying: ‘The only thing that’s keeping the baby alive at this point is the ventilator. How do you feel about making the decision to turn that off?’ I remember it was a very cruel thing to have them make the decision.”

The physician continued: “Next time I said: ‘We have to sit down and talk about how your baby is doing because he died, and I’m going to turn off the machines now.’ I don’t think we should put them in the position of having to make this decision. We should make this decision and tell them what we’re going to do.” In this situation the clinician employed biomedical expertise to determine the appropriate medical care and outcome for the patient and family. In both cases the decision centered on continuing or discontinuing a medical intervention (respirator) and avoided discussion of the parents’ affective experience. Hallmarks of the consultant role include a biomedical focus, disease-centered decision-making processes, and the clinician’s assumption of authority based on biomedical expertise.

**Collaborator**
The collaborator exchanges information with the patient and family to promote a common understanding of the diagnosis and illness experience, working with them to choose a treatment path. The collaborator incorporates all components of the consultant role and additionally requires the clinician to understand the patient/family experience. The collaborator considers patient and family issues that need to be addressed to understand the medical facts, appreciates their past experiences with serious illness, determines what information would be difficult for them to accept but would benefit them if they were challenged to confront it, and recognizes that the patient and family hold ultimate responsibility for making treatment decisions.

The following quotes exemplify collaborative clinical care. In the first example, the physician steps outside his comfort zone to provide medical care based on the expressed wishes of a 30-year-old man dying of an advanced brain tumor: “The issue for me was letting go of control. He was going 4 hours away to a fishing cabin and going on a boat. I was really nervous…what if he all of a sudden crashed there? It took me a while to get used to the idea that he needs to be able to do what he enjoys doing, and everybody knows that there’s a risk.”

In a second example, the physician describes collaborating with the family of an 85-year-old woman suffering a massive stroke: “Having heard from the family that they understand that Grandma has had a big stroke and isn’t going to survive…then what wishes do Grandma and the family have? Have they ever discussed this sort of situation?”

In both these examples an understanding of the patient/family experience directs the clinician toward appropriate end-of-life care and is a major source of the collaborator’s power.

**Guide**
As a guide, the clinician actively and personally seeks solutions for the patient based not only on the medical facts (consultant) and the patient’s values and preferences (collaborator) but also on the guide’s greater understanding of the medical context. In essence, the guide not only knows why and where the patient and family prefer to go but also how to get there.

The following quote demonstrates a clinical application of the guide role. The physician first collaborates to understand the resistance of a terminally ill patient to hospice care:

“They had been very resistant to hospice for reasons that I wasn’t quite clear on. It wasn’t until I was
in the home and listened to them talk that I realized they viewed hospice as ‘people are giving up on him.’ I think nobody really was talking to the patient about whether he was willing to give up or if he was ready to die.

“Once patient and family concerns were understood, the guide role was employed: I told the wife and family, ‘We’ve maxed out our medical therapies. There’s not much more we can do for him physically, but perhaps there’s something we can do for him spiritually and emotionally.’ When it was presented to them that way, they were much more understating. We talked about hospice philosophy and looking at death as a part of life, saying: ‘That we’re not going to resuscitate does not mean do not treat.’ That’s where I came in more as the guide and said: ‘This is what I think is reasonable. What are your expectations? What do you want, Billy? And what do you want, as far as [his] wife and kids?’

The guide role requires that the clinician interpret the patient’s experience, integrate this interpretation with the clinician’s understanding of the clinical situation, and make a recommendation based on the guide’s personal and professional understanding of the situation. The power of the guide role emanates from the clinician’s understanding of how to use the medical system to see that the goals of patient and family are realized.

**Discussion**

The results of our study are consistent with reports over the past 3 decades by researchers, educators, and social critics who have explored how health professionals provide end-of-life care. Despite their varying perspectives, all reflect a common theme: the need to provide care based on the unique illness experience and values of the patient and family. The majority of clinicians in our study spoke of the importance of their relationships with patients and families. More than 50% of all interview commentary addressed clinician issues of relationship and personal meaning when providing end-of-life care.

The descriptions of consultant, collaborator, and guide confirm previous theoretical discussions regarding the nature of roles and relationships between patients and physicians. The guide is the most complex of the roles described by our study cohort and lends itself to ambivalence on the part of clinicians, in light of its potential to be misunderstood as paternalism. Yet, given the vulnerability and dependence of many patients who are terminally ill, the guide provides these patients with structure, safety, support, and care—based on the patients’ values and goals—reminiscent of the role of a nurturing parent.

The personal nature of the decisions the guide facilitates reflects the reality of medicine as a moral enterprise. Having generally witnessed many more deaths than the patient, the guide has knowledge regarding the processes of dying and medical systems that is instrumental in assuring that the
desires of the patient and family are realized. A knowledge of patient and family, an appreciation of the futility of the medical situation, and an insight into the process and systems of dying afford the clinician an opportunity to shape the death experience; as Nuland36 described: “Each of us needs a guide who knows us as well as he knows the pathways by which we can approach death.”

Facility with these roles may be a function of personal talent, introspection, and experience. The physicians studied reported that competence with these roles grew over time through delivering end-of-life care and learning from patients, families, and other caregivers. Less experienced clinicians tended to describe the consultant and collaborator roles only. Clinicians describing the guide role had been in practice at least a decade and thus were at least 17 years into their training and practice in medicine. Apparently, expertise in all 3 roles requires not only excellent technical diagnostic and treatment skills but also the complex integrated skills of relational knowledge and caring gained through experience.

Our data indicate that relationship, meaning, and roles are primary moderators of the organization of exemplary end-of-life care. Yet, it appears to take nearly 2 decades for physicians to gain the confidence in their knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to comfortably guide patients and families through the nuances of end-of-life care. How to successfully educate clinicians to use such a model earlier is beyond our scope but appears crucial to improving training efforts. Current attempts to teach attitudes and values, such as empathy and self-reflection, is uncertain, though promising curricula and research exist.17-42 If primary care physicians and other professionals improve their knowledge, skills, and attitudes in the delivery of such care, the ultimate effect on improving the experience of patients and families will require further research.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Given the enormity of social and cultural values that make death a taboo topic, it is unclear how any single reform can easily overcome the multiple barriers to improved end-of-life care. Whether it is possible to teach attitudes and values, such as empathy and self-reflection, is uncertain, though promising curricula and research exist.17-42 If primary care physicians and other professionals improve their knowledge, skills, and attitudes in the delivery of such care, the ultimate effect on improving the experience of patients and families will require further study.

**Limitations**

This study is limited by a study sample of primary care, family practice faculty who geographically represent all practice in the Pacific Northwest and are predominantly Euro-American in ethnicity. The majority are family physicians, with the remainder pediatricians, internists, and a small number of nurse practitioners and physician assistants. Although no significant differences in terms of roles, relationships, and personal meanings between professional groups were noted, whether these findings are transferrable to other primary care clinicians in community practice is unknown. Whether non–primary care specialists and clinicians of differing ethnicity or geographic region would respond differently is unknown. Generalizing these findings to non–primary care clinicians and clinicians of color requires further research.
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